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IT Visibility - Converging Practices
to Improve Insight - ITAM, ITSM
and ITOM Working Together
Rebecca Horton
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With 15 years of experience behind her, Rebecca
Horton has crafted a career built on discovering and
creating value out of IT asset management best

Rebecca Horton – ITAM Geek and FinOps Ninja

practices for customers, large and small, across
North America and Europe. Having spent two years
with Red Hat, her unique experience in the area of
open source software asset management has
allowed her a unique perspective on an area of IT
which has moved to the forefront of the industry in
recent years. Her perspective on the digital
transformation journey, and how ITAM and SAM play
a key role, has made Rebecca a popular figure
among the geekiest of ITAM practitioners, and her
blogs, and events are well attended around the
world.
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What’s driving IT?

Past top driver, “a need to upgrade”, has
fallen to the number two spot, with “priority
on IT projects takin the lead.

Modernization efforts that were accelerated by
remote work have been pushed to the top of the
list, and a steady shift to cloud-based services have
chipped away at legacy technology.

https://swzd.com/resources/state-of-it

With technology serving as the great enabler
allowing businesses to stay productive during
the pandemic, more than a third of IT budgets
will remain on an upward trajectory for
reasons relating to COVID-19.
3 May 2022
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The Global SaaS market in 2021

The global SaaS market is currently growing
by 18% each year. By the end of 2021, 99% of
organizations will be using one or more SaaS
solutions. Nearly 78% of small businesses have
already invested in SaaS options. SaaS adoption
in the healthcare industry grows at a rate of 20%
per year.
70% of CIOs recognize that SaaS is the key to
their objectives around agility and scalability.
SaaS now makes up nearly 50% of organization’s
IT budget.
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What’s coming in emerging technology?
During the pandemic, businesses regressed on plans to
adopt emerging tech plans due to COVID-19. Far
from taking a quantum leap forward by experimenting
with futuristic technologies, over the last year or so,
organizations prioritized immediate needs yielding
quick ROI, like enabling a remote workforce. (see VDI
go from 0 in 2020 to 51% in 2022)

With the pandemic end in sight, companies are
breaking out of their hiatus with significant YoY jumps
in plans to adopt almost every type of emerging
technology.

https://swzd.com/resources/state-of-it
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According to Gartner.....

71%
of Organizations cite data concerns
Impacting the effectiveness of their CMDBs

40%
of Business initiatives fail
due to poor data quality or incomplete CMDBs
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Typical Customers

70%

85%
ServiceNow adoption

CMDB Data Quality / Trust issues
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Hybrid Visibility & FinOps

Data Centers On Premise

Pay as you go
Bring your own license

Licensing Rules
for Cloud
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Lack of Visibility
• Discovery across multiple platforms, environments,
regions, on prem, cloud, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, CaaS etc.
• No ability to assess usage – data from vendors is hard to get at
and not always meaningful
• No visibility into what’s going on in applications – how are they
being used? Holding PII data?
• No way to report on Who, What, When, Where, How and Why…
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The Customer’s Typical Estate
ITSM
ITAM
SAM

Security
CMDB

Corporate
Compliance

Finance
Procurement
Vendor
Management

ITOM
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Data by any other name would still be as sweet
Structured,
unstructured,
semi-structured
data

Big Data

Dark data

Time-stamped
data

Real time data

Spatiotemporal
data

Operational data
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The Desired State
ITSM
Security
CMDB
ITAM
SAM

DATA
ITOM
Finance
Procurement
Vendor
Management

Corporate
Compliance

Enable the technologies to
share data (bi-directional) and
create cross system workflows
(zero touch) across all; plus get
data out for reporting (ie
PowerBI)
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I don’t care what you call it; it’s about the
data

The concept isn’t a new one: data hub,
data platform, data lake…

They are all really the same thing: figure
out where your data is, figure out what
your data is, figure out who needs the
data and then make it available to them.
3 May
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IT Visibility: What ever the reason
• IT Visibility visualizations give
organizations important insights into
their IT environment.
• These insights help organizations to:
•
•
•
•

Identify Vulnerabilities
Rationalize their Applications
Simplify their environment by reducing
model/version sprawl
Proactive manage software/hardware that is
approaching end of support
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Highlight Data Transformation
Data transformation is driven through applying data standards across
all the tools and technologies.
Leveraging a common naming
convention, common
vernacular, asset tagging,
standard formats and other
best practices, facilitates the
normalization of data and
ensures smooth data sharing.
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IT Visibility: Where to start?
• What IT Visibility doesn’t provide (right
now), is a review and identification of
problems within existing IT
management systems, such as:
• CMDB’s
• Discovery / inventory tools
• Vulnerability tools
• The first step is to identify deficiencies
in, and suggest improvements to, the
data residing in these sources.

3 May 2022
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Approach to improving IT Visibility

Step 1: Evaluation of
current CMDB &
connected
management systems
data quality and
completeness

Review the completeness of your current CMDB to
identify:
Active
Directory

• Data gaps for critical CI attributes
• Orphaned Devices
• Duplicate Devices
Also, evaluate your existing device management
systems that feed the CMDB to identify:
• Missing Devices
• Data mismatches from the source to the CMDB
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Understand your data
Getting an overview of what your data sources are across all your functional groups, and
where there are gaps, is the first step in addressing quality, completeness and coverage.
ITAM, ITOM, ITSM and other functions share a lot of the same data; and my not know it.
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CMDB Data Quality
CMDB
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Address the Gaps
Step 2: Correcting data gaps, normalizing, and enriching CI data for the CMDB

Find data sources that exist
in your environment today,
or assess the need to
introduce new ones

Have a plan to continually
improve the data by applying
standards and governance

Work with ITAM, ITSM, ITOM
and other stakeholders to
align on goals, objectives,
policies, processes and a RACI
3 May
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Monitor, Measure and Report
Different stakeholders will want different data at different levels
of detail. Create and distribute your reporting with regular
frequency and ensure it’s hitting the mark by checking in
frequently with your stakeholders. Needs change quickly.
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Look for Anomalies and Find Patterns in
Behaviors
Over time, patterns will emerge; look for anomalies in the data and determine
if they are caused by a lack of:
• Policy
• Process
• Governance
• Capabilities

3 May 2022
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Monitor, Measure and Report
Step 3: Continuous Monitoring

Orphaned CIs
Duplicate CIs
Incomplete CIs

Missing CIs

When orphaned CIs are identified, remote business service mapping can
be triggered by either USU’s solutions or by existing management tools
When duplicate CIs are detected, duplication logic and rules
are updated to always ensure a fully federated CMDB.
When critical attributes for CIs are missing, curation
logic is reviewed to complete attributes from
alternative sources
When new CIs are discovered, these become
curated, enriched, and form part of the data
transform to the CMDB
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Build a network of data
champions across the
organization – ITAM, ITOM, ITSM,
Security, Procurement…
Create a strategy, and plan and a
set of goals and objectives.
Use KPI’s and Metrics to drive
improvements over time.
Data is king!
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Questions
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Thank you!!
Rebecca Horton
VP Customer and Professional Services
USU North America
Rebecca.Horton@usu.com
https://www.usu.com/en-us/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rebeccarhortonitamgeekgirl/
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